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Estimate of pose can be approx.
by poses of  training images.
3DOF Pose Representations: comparison  r t ti : ri






























on the unit circle
Polar coordinates
of a point on S3
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Unit quaternions
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Orthonormal basis on Sn
n=2: spherical harmonics
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can be used to
expanding an image
as a function on SO(3)!
x=∑ c l1 l2l3Y l1 l2 l3µ1′ µ2′ µ 3′ 
Applications:
Analysis of a function f(R)
of a rotation matrix
f(R)=|x'-(Rx+t)|2
n=3: spherical functions on S3
Even functions
of spherical functions on S3:





Expansion of an image x(R)








Due to gimbal lock Proposed
method
Spherical functions on SO(3)
two-to-one
S３ SO(3)







Are suit for pose representation
Y 2 0 0
Yet another representation of SO(3)
by spherical functions for pose estimation
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